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Note:  Most models are available in Flame Safety.

Garland’s premium “Master Series” heavy-duty line is the heart of high-production kitchens:
Engineered by experts to withstand even the toughest kitchen environments and “24/7” applications.

•   Maximum flexibility for a customized design:  a wide range of cook-tops, range bases, broilers, griddles, fryers, shelves and cabinets 
provide the flexibility to design a custom application that is bankable.  This ensures efficient use of space and superior ergonomics. 
Master Series also incorporates the Garland induction cooking line; special designs such as island suites are also available.

•   A proud history of reliability and durability:  all Garland products are engineered by experts with the operator in mind, for long life 
and ease of cleaning, from top to bottom.  Range top pilots are protected from spills; cast-iron burners are designed for easy removal 
and reassembly; shelves and back-guards have no exposed fasteners; oven racks are nickel plated and rack guides are easy to remove 
for cleaning -- all contributing to superiour durability.

•   Maximum efficiency & precision:  the open gas “Starfire” burner (24k Btu/hr. – 35k Btu/hr.) is designed for both high performance and 
even-heat sautéing.  The burner design delivers a cost effective heat impingement pattern, so less energy is used to transfer more heat. 
A wide variety of tops are available ranging from open burners, french tops and front-fired ‘even-heat’ hot tops, addressing unique or 
specified applications.

•   High-performance griddles for a variety of menus:   the choice of thermostat or manual valve controls is available to meet all 
cooking requirements. Grooved griddle surfaces and plancha options are also available.

•   Heavy-duty oven bases designed for high production kitchens:  starting with an accurate150°F-500°F (66°C-260°C) thermostat, 
full porcelain oven chamber, 40k Btu/hr. H-style cast-iron oven burners, heavy-duty dual-spring oven doors, plus cool touch oven door 
handles all contribute to superior performance and comfort during prolonged use.

•   Heavy-duty broilers offer a range of temperatures for perfect broiling, instant searing and finishing: infrareds / ceramic uprights 
and ceramic charbroilers are designed to meet the most demanding specifications.
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